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Let’s continue our 
journey through Science!

• What comes to your mind, when you 
hear the word “Scientist”?



A scientist is someone who wears a 
lab coat 24/7, right? 



Who speaks in a language the 
public can't understand, 



and who's a nerd to 
the n-th degree?



And, of course, scientists are 
often male...



DO YOU AGREE?



We thought so too, until joined 
the project “ScienceGirls”



Why we wanted to 
become a ScienceGirl

• This project is changing our mind, 
makes us take a deeper look into 
what “Science” really is.

• We learn, meet new challenges, share 
our feelings and new experience with 
friends, families, community and 
YOU! 



But then, where is
Science? 

- Maybe, in Art?

- Can they be together?



We decided to ask Jenny 
LUCANDER , a book illustrator 

from Finland.



Jenny says that it’s true!



How we found it out
• the ScienceGirls team had a 

wonderful opportunity to try 
themselves as



illustrators,



creators,



colour technicians and 
scientists in art



And we loved it!



Another search for 
attractive science

• Travelling into space…



Trip to Vilnius University 
planetarium



You just imagine!



A real satellite?



And what is this?



A student for one day?

• That’s cool! I can’t wait!



Lecture-workshop at Vilnius 
University Geology, Mineralogy and 

Paleontology Department



Hurrying for the 
lecture



The story how diamonds 
appear is worth bearing in 

mind…



Feel like real scientists



Oh, Yes! Now I can see!



Science and Photography

• SHOW THE WORLD HOW YOU 
CREATIVELY SHARE YOUR SCIENCE! 



Activity the “Science 
Image Contest”

• We were asked to “recognize” Science in 
our everyday life by photographing and 
taking part in the „Science Image Contest“

• By doing this we want to tell everybody 
about our scientific feelings and share 
them in the most creative way.

• Here are some of the best photos by our 
girls:



A great image can capture a 

moment,



communicate a message,



and stir emotion ...



It is a way to share and communicate 
our science with the others…



We become curious and 
more,



Self confident,



And Amazing!



Feel Free,



Mature,



And easy-going



• It seems that scientists can't be 
described only in terms of what they 
look like or what they do - so perhaps 
a better description encompasses 
how scientists think.

And Here is what we have 
learned!:





SO….



Is it about us?
• Time will show…



ScienceGirls’
Expectations:

“You are always learning something new and you 
can use what you learn to make changes to things 

that are important to you”

We want to be a part of it!


